ALOK VIDYASHRAM
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK WINTER VACATION , 2018-19
CLASS: V
SUBJECTS

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE
MORAL SCIENCE
NEPALI
HINDI
SOCIAL STUDIES

COMPUTER
SANSKRIT

SYLLABUS
1. Read the novel, "The Adventures of Pincocchio" and prepare a short
presentation to present is class.
2. Write an essay on “Do I want to become famous”
3. Design a poster on the theme "Save the Children"
1. Write the different pairs of angles made by parallel & transversal lines. Use
toothpick to make an angle in your scrapbook
2. Draw the shape of cube describe them in your scrapbook
3. Paste toothpicks and construct an angle of 600 & 900 in your scrapbook
1. Describe the importance of community sanitation and some rules of
community sanitation. (5)
2. Draw the picture of Lunar Eclipse and Solar Eclipse. (5)
1. Do all exercises of lesson- 15 'The Golden Swans' in your exercise book.
2. Write an experience on 'Learning Moral Education.'
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Answer the following questions:
1. Write a letter to your friend describing him /her about the importance of
using indigenous goods. (5)
2. Describe the contributions of Prithvi Narayan Shah Anshu Verma and
Bhanubhakta. (5)
1. Write the advantages & disadvantages of using social media.
2. Make a model of any two modern communication equipment.
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ALOK VIDYASHRAM
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK WINTER VACATION , 2018-19
CLASS: VI
SUBJECTS

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE
MORAL SCIENCE
OBT
NEPALI
HINDI
SOCIAL STUDIES
COMPUTER
SANSKRIT

SYLLABUS
1. Read the novel, "Time Machine' and prepare a short presentation to
present in class.
2. Write an essay on 'My Greatest Wish'.
3. Collect the articles of "Himalayan Times", paste it on your scrapbook
and prepare a short review on stories that interest you the most.
Complete the following in your exercise book:
1. Properties of Whole Number [ex. 4.2 (1, 2, 3 and 4)]
2. Profit and Loss [ex- 10.2: 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
3. Simple Interest [ ex- 11.1: 1(a, c) 2(b, d) 3(c, d)]
4. Division: [ pg: 142 ex 12.7 Q. No:4]
1. Make any three reusable things using household wastes.
1. Complete all exercises of the lesson, "Growing Good Corn" in your
note book.
2. Prepare a chart on "Happy Family."
1. Why do you think that the candy made from hog- plum (Lapsi) is
getting a huge demand from abroad as well? (make a titaura or
pickle)
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1. Describe the problems of population management. (5)
2. Describe any current affairs of the world. (5)
1. Write on Project Report on Evolution of Internet.
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ALOK VIDYASHRAM
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK WINTER VACATION , 2018-19
CLASS: VII
SUBJECTS

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

SOCIAL
STUDIES
NEPALI
HINDI

SCIENCE
COMPUTER
OPTIONAL MATH

OBT

MORAL SCIENCE

SANSKRIT

SYLLABUS
1. Read the novel, "Oliver Twist" and prepare a short presentation to present in
class.
2. Write an easy on "The Resources of our Country".
3. Prepare a model of dictionary from the letters A-Z (new words of collection).
Complete the following in your exercise book:
1. Pg: 140 Q.No 3
2. Quadrilaterals and polygon pg: 217 and 218
3. Time and work Ex- 5.4 pg. 97 and 98
4. Conversion of binary and decimal numbers: pg: 23[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
1. Describe the problems and solutions of population management. (5)
2. Describe how peace is important to the happiness of individuals and a
country's progress. (5)
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Prepare a project work on any one topic given below:
1. Electromagnet using drycell.
2. WWTP.
1. Prepare a Project Report on Computer Virus, it's effect, types and remedy.
1. Write trigonometric formulas, co-ordinate and statistic formulas in a chart
paper.
2. Complete Trigonometry pg: 32 Q. No. 2
1. Go to home that make pickles and inquire about the making process of
pickle and make a report on it
2. Decorate a flower pot
1. Do all exercises of lesson, "The Tiger and the sow" in your exercise book
2. Prepare a chart on "System of Education"
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